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LETTERS OF TRANSIITTAL.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
Washington, 1). C., April 12, 1887.

SIR : I have the honor to submit herewith for your inspection and

approval the results of the experimental work carried on by your direc-

tion in Louisiana during the manufacturing season of 188G by Mr. G.

L. Spencer, assistant in the Division of Chemistry.
The information collected is of the highest interest to Louisiana sugar

growers, and is made still more valuable by some comparative studies

of the Cuban sugar industry.

Very respectfully,
H. W. WILEY,

Chemist.
Hon. NORMAN J. COLMAN,

Commissioner.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY,

Washington, D. 6'., March 31, 1887.

SIR: 1 have the honor to submit the third report of the Department's

experiment station at Magnolia plantation.

Included in this report is a brief statement of the work of three Cuban

sugar-houses, indicating certain economies that it would be well for the

planters of this country to adopt.

Accompanying this report is an article on sugar analysis, prepared at

my reqiiCvSt by Dr. C. A. Crarnpton. This contains a valuable tabli-,

devised by Dr. Crarnptoii some years since, and which is now employed
at the Department's stations for the calculation of analyses.

Verv respectfully,
G. L. SPENCEK,

Dr. II. W. WILEY,
Chemist.





EXPERIMENTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR.

The manufacturing season at Magnolia commenced November 7. 188C,

and ended December 20. This completes the third season's work of t In*

Department at this station.

I shall give, in as few words as possible, a comparison of the grow-

ing seasons of the past three years.

In 1884 the weather was favorable until the 1st of June, then followed

a period of very wet weather, lasting until August, which was a vei v

dry month. The conditions in September and October were favorable

to the ripening of the cane. During the rolling season there were fre-

quent and heavy rains.

Season 0/1885. The early part of this season was exceptionally wet.

From April to July the rainfall was limited to but three or four showers;
in August and September the rains were frequent and heavy; in Octo-

ber and the rest of the season the weather was exceptionally dry and

cool, the mean temperature being considerably below that of 1884. The
cane was prostrated in September by a heavy wind storm.

Season 0/18SG. In consequence of cold, wet weather in February,

March, and April the cane obtained a very late -start. May was dry
and cool

;
June and July were so wet that it was impossible to properly

cultivate the cane; August was dry and exceedingly hot. In Septem-

ber, October, and the rolling season the weather was very dry. The

drought probably saved the cane from damage in the heavy wind storm

of October, when the lower coast of the Mississippi near I'ointe ;\ la

I lache was seriously damaged. There was a killing freeze Xovember 1 7.

This is the earliest freeze, with one exception, noted in the plantation

records, extending over a long period of years. December was cold.

It may be seen from the above statements that these three seasons

differed very materially from one another. That of 1884 might be eon

sidered very favorable. The tonnage was fair and the cane rich. Jn

1885 the conditions were also favorable, with the exception of the wet

weather in September and the heavy wind storm. The tonnage was

large, but the quality of the cane was poor.

In January, 188G, there was a severe free/e, perhaps the most se\

on record in Louisiana. At the time of this free/e it was feared that
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the stubble bad been damaged by the frost, but such did not prove to

be the case.

It is customary at Magnolia to burn the trash in the fields soon after

the cane is all harvested. There is a general impression among plant-

ers that this exposes the stubble to danger from frost. The experience
of the past season at Magnolia demonstrates that such is not the case.

The tonnage this season has been unusually small, but the cane has

been a little richer in available sucrose than any time since the station

was established.

In comparing the work of the sugar-house it is probably better to

compare this season's work with that of 18S4-'85. The same grades of

sugar were made these seasons.

The yield per acre in 1S85-'S6 was 2,988 pounds of first, second, and
third sugars. In 1886 the yield, first and second sugars, was 1,964

pounds. A decrease of 6.66 tons of cane per acre resulted in a decrease

of 1,024 pounds of sugar.

The yield of sugar per ton of cane the past season has been exceed-

ingly satisfactory, but nevertheless it is expected that a few changes in

the house will materially increase the output of sugar.
This season only two sugars were made. The first graded

" Choice

off white." The yield of first sugar would have been larger had it

been possible to boil the masse cuite stiffer, but the strike valve of the

pan would not admit of doing so. As large a proportion of the sugar
as possible should be obtained in the firsts, not only on account of the

higher price of this grade of sugar, but because less sugar is left to be

reboiled for lower grades and consequently the loss "from inversion is

diminished.

Since most of the sugars arid molasses in Louisiana are made to enter

directly into consumption, the planter is compelled to lime the juice

lower and boil hotter than he would otherwise. Were it practicable by
present methods to work alkaline the loss from inversion even at high

temperatures would be greatly diminished.

I have examined beet molasses from sugars boiled with a vacuum of

less than 24 inches that contained but little more than a trace of invert

sugar. The clarified juices and sirups were always worked alkaline.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE SUGAR-HOUSE AND THE PLANTATION.

Very few changes were made in the house preparatory to this sea-

son's work, and those only for the improvement of the work of machin-

ery already in place.

The tanks for skimmings were provided with a better arrangement
for decanting the clear juice. The lowest outlets from these tanks

are about 2 inches above the bottoms. Outlets should be provided so

located that the tanks could be drained, effecting a large saving in

sugar.



It is not necessary to wash those tanks very often. Tin- wash-out
valve should be out of the control of the filter-press man. These tanks

should not be encumbered with coils, but should have double bottoms,
that they may be easily discharged and washed.

Perhaps the most important improvement this season was HI the

work of the double effect. The substitution of a larger sweet -water

pump enabled it to concentrate all the juice and obviated the necessity
of employing an open pan as last season.

Among other improvements in progress at Magnolia is the intm

duction of tile drainage. Lines of tile will be laid 30 feet apart, running
from the front or river to the rear or marsh side of the plantation. The
ditches will be dug by machinery ;

3 inch, 4-inch, 5 inch, and 0-inch tih->

will be used.

Governor Warmoth intends draining 1,000 acres of land. This drain

age system will necessitate an expenditure of about $42,000.

Aside from benefits to be derived from better drainage there will be

important advantages gained from closing the ditches. The amount
of tillable land wr

ill be increased about 70 acres; the large annual

expenditure for keeping the ditches and quarter-drains open will be

stopped ;
the cultivation wr

ill be easier and less expensive, and the steam

plows can be handled more advantageously.
Should the work of this station becontinued very interesting and val-

uable data can be obtained.

ACCIDENTS TO THE MILLS.

The mills were stopped several times by small pieces of iron. Some
of this iron passed through the shredder; other pieces must have been

introduced after the cane left the shredder. It was evident that this

iron was put on the carrier maliciously. This trouble finally culminated

in the breaking of the shell of one of the rolls of the supplemental mill.

A lew changes were made in the disposition of the laborers detailed for

work about the mills, and the rolling was finished without further ae-

eident than the breaking of three couplings.

The average extraction and consequently the yield of sugar would

have been larger had the supplemental mill not have been damaged.

THE BAGASSE-BURNER.

The burner. 1 as improved last season, continued to work satisfar

torily. The consumption of coal was materially reduced.

CONSUMPTION OF FTKL.

The amount of coal consumed was determined as follows:

The eoal was weighed for half the season and the total ronsiimption

was based on the data obtained.

'Cli.'in. Itiillrtin No. 11, i.



Pounds of coal consumed in twenty-one days, 430,338 ; average of

20,778 pounds per day. From tbe time the -fires were kindled until tbe

work was entirely finished was forty-five days, hence the total consump-

tion was 45 x 20,778=935,010 pounds. The total quantity of sugar made

was 1,150,768 pounds, therefore the consumption of coal per 1,000 pounds
of sugar was 906 pounds or 4.42 barrels. These figures do not include

the coal used in the revivification of the char.

This house could be worked almost entirely without coal if the follow-

ing improvements were made :

(1) Substitute copper coils for the iron ones now in use in the clari-

fiers.

(2) Discontinue the practice of clarifying tbe juice after defecation.

(3) Introduce a condenser employing juice to condense the vapors
from the double effect. An illustration of such apparatus is given op-

posite page 114, Ghem. Bulletin No. 5, and is there termed a Calorisateur

a contre-courant.

(4) Substitute a low-pressure vacuum-pan for the one now in use.

Under these conditions the juice-heater described in last year's
1 re-

port would not be necessary. It could probably be converted into a

condenser.

The question of economical engines is of not so great importance,
since the exhaust steam is employed for evaporation.

COMPOSITION OF THE JUICE. -

The chemical work this season at Magnolia Station was not begun
until the 24th of November. Although the work of the sugar-house

nominally commenced November 7th, but very little cane was rolled

before the 13th. The analyses, therefore, show the composition of tbe

juice for all but eleven days of the season
;
in which time 2,113 tons of

cane were rolled. The cane yielded 8 pounds less sugar per ton than

the next 2,000 tons, consequently it is fair to presume that it con-

tained less sucrose.

1 Chem. Bulletin No. 11, page 8.



TABLE I. Composition of the raw juices.

|
When iWo analyses nrc given the same date the first was sampled in tho morning, tlm secor t in tin

afternoon.]

t
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Resume xhowlny ike mean composition of the raw juice for the, campaign of

I November 24 to December 20. ]
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TABLE II. Comparinon of raw and clarified juicea Continued.

Date.
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COMPARISON OP RAW, CLARIFIED, AND FILTERED JUICES AND FIL-

TERED SIRUP.

Analyses were conducted for a period of sixteen days to determine

tbe effect of filtration through animal charcoal on the juice. These

analyses are given in Table III.

TABLE III. Comparison of raw juices, clarified juices, filtered juices, and filtered sirup

for a period of sixteen days.

HAW JUICES.

Date.
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TAHLE. HLCoiHji<n'ixoii of rnw juice*, clarijlnl>/., f-c. Continual

KILTKKKD SIRUPS.

Date.
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Very few analyses of the press-cakes were made, except to determine

their value for fertilizing purposes. However, the few analyses that

were made are presented in the following table :

TABLE IV. Analyses of press-cake.

Date.
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COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE PRESS CAKi;.

The samples of press-cake sent to \Vashingtoii for analysis readied

there in such a damaged condition that it was useless to analyze them,

hence the value of the cake is based on last season's determinations. 1

Total weight of press-cake 145,200 pounds, or 72.G tons of L'.nnn

pounds each. The total value at $10.04 per ton is $772.46.

PRESSURE-REGULATOR FOR FILTER-PRESSES.

In order to do good work with the presses it is essential to maintain

a regular pressure, free from sudden changes or shocks. This can IM

accomplished by several methods, but the simplest and one as reliable

as any other is the following, devised some years since by Mr. O. B.

Stillman:

This apparatus consists of a pump (Blake or other suitable pattern),

an air-tight receiver similar to an ordinary montejus in shape, and a

damper-regulator.
In the bottom of the receiver there is a central depression. The dis-

charge-pipe from the pump connects directly with the receiver
j
the feed-

pipe to the presses passes through the top of the receiver and dip

the central depression ;
connection with the damper-regulator is made

by means of a small tube leading from the top of the receiver. The
lever of the regulator is connected with the steam-inlet to the pump.
The operation of the apparatus is as follows :

The pump is started and forces the liquor into the receiver, whence

it passes through the feed-pipe to the presses. When the pressure ex-

ceeds that required the lever on the regulator raises and partly or en-

tirely closes the steam-inlet to the pump, and as soon as the pressure

falls below the limit the steam valve is automatically opened.

The use of this apparatus relieves the press-man from the necessity

of regulating the pump. The pressure increases or decreases gradually,

hence the presses work to the best advantage. This device is employed
at the Soledad Estate, near Cienfuegos, Cuba, and gives perfect satis

faction.

ANALYSES OF SUGARS.

TABLE V. First sugars.

Date.
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TABLE VI. Second sugars.

Date.
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It will be noticed in the above tables that the analyse have been re-
duced to the basis of a molasses of a stated density. This farili:

the comparison of the results, the percentages being directly compil-
able with one another.

The arbitrary density 50 Brix (Baurne 27.2) has been taken Im
molasses from firsts and 70 Brix (Bauine 40.3) for molasses from
seconds.

Fifty and seventy-six degrees Brix were selected as standards of

comparison, since they represent approximately the average densities
of molasses from first and second sugars.

LOSS OF SUGAR IN THE PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURE.

Unless careful arrangements for measurements are provided it is

almost impossible to trace losses in manufacture. At Magnolia there
is no provision for measuring either sirups or masses cuitcs. The quan-
tities of cane juice, sugars, and molasses are accurately known, and
they, together with the analytical work, are the basis for the following
calculations :

Loss of sugar in the processes of manufacture.

[Data for calculations.]

First sugar (1)8. 78 polarization), per toil of cane pounds. . 12u. J7

Second sugar (1)0. 30 polarization, .50 per cent, glucose) per ton of cane. do 40. 53
Molasses (41. 13 double polarization, 14.91 percent, glucose, 76. 2(5 Brix), per

ion of cane pounds.. 58. 17

Press cake (7.fil polarization .30 per cent, glucose), per ton of cauc.. .do 20. 15

Sucrose in juice per cent.. 13.50

Glucose in juice do . . <>l

Juice per ton of cane pounds.. 1,560. 00

Sucrose per ton of cane :

111 first sugars pounds.. ll'J. 00

In second sugars do 36. 60

In press cakes do 1 . ."> l

In molasses. . ...do...

Total sucrose accounted for as above .......................... do ____ 1H .
" I

Total sucrose in juice extracted ............................... do ____ 210. (JO

Sucrose to be accouu ted for ................................... do ----

Sucrose in juice extracted ................................................. 210.60

Si i -rose in sugars and press cake .......................................... 1">7. 1 1

Sucrose that would pass into the molasses \\crr (line no losses in iiiaiinl'.K !

ure .............................. ....................................... KU'J

( il iicose per ton of cane :

In the juice extracted ......................... ......... pounds

In the second sugars, .','0 pounds; piv.ss rakr. .IM; pounds .. ..do ----

Glucose that would pass into tin- molas>-s \v.-n- Him- no lovsrs in man-

ufacture ............................. .............................

19C23 No. 15-2
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Assuming that bad there been no inversion and no losses in evapo-

ration, &c., the molasses would have contained the same proportion of

non-sugars as the actual molasses did, we obtain the following:
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It will be seen from tbe above table that there is a largr proportion
of sugar unaccounted for, even after a liberal deduction for lor.s m
evaporation, filtration, &c. This loss of sugar should be located, if po.s

sible. Unfortunately the available data are insufficient to do so tlii>

season, and this important problem must be left to another crop.

SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTED AT MAGNOLIA STATION, SEASON OF
1886-W.

Governor Warmoth kindly allowed me free access to the records of

the sugar-houses, from which the following data were obtained :

TABLK IX. Tons of cane ivorked, weight ofjuice extracted, ptr ecu I. of extraction, in-ii/lit

offirst and second sugars and molasses per ton of cane for each of Hie four periods
1 into

which the season was divided.

Period.
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EXPERIMENTS IN FILTRATION.

When in New Orleans in November I received an invitation to visit

the experiment station and witness a test of the Kleemann process for

the filtration of the juice. This test on a small scale was very success-

ful, and demonstrated clearly that all the jnice could easily be filtered

through presses.

This process was invented by Fritz Kleemann, of Schoeniugen,

Brunswick, Germany. It has been patented in all sugar-producing

countries.

The first tests on a large scale with cane were made in Demerara at

the following estates: Nonpareil, Lusignan, Enmore, and others. The

Nonpareil sugar-houses filtered the juice from 400 long tons of cane per

day, through eight presses of eighteen chambers each. These tests

were made in May, 1886, since when the process has been introduced

into Porto Eico and Cuba.

The following description of the process was given me by Mr. Ernst

Schulze, representing the owners of the process :

The raw juice is treated in the defecators or clarifiers with lime, as

usual, except that smaller quantity is required. The juice is then heated

to a temperature between 160 and 180 Fahr., and finely ground lignite

or brown coal is added. The lignite must be reduced to as fine a state

of division as is practicable. The quantity of lignite to be added varies

with the amount of sugar contained in the juice, and ranges from 5 to

10 per cent, of the weight of the sugar. The temperature of the mixture

is maintained at from 150 to 170 Fahr. fifteen or twenty minutes, and

is then pumped to the filter-presses. The filtered juice passes directly

to the evaporating pans, and the sirup without further clarification or

settling can be immediately boiled in the vacuum-pan.
The juice left in the press-cake in the presses is obtained by displace-

ment with cold water.

One thirty-chamber Kroog press will filter 20,000 gallons of juice
treated by theKleemann process in twenty-four hours, ample time being
allowed for displacement of the juice left in the press-cake and for

cleaning the presses, changing cloths, &c. An ordinary laborer can

manipulate the presses.

The amount of precipitate retained by a thirty-chamber press will

average 770 pounds. This precipitate contains 50 per cent, of its

weight of juice, nearly all of which can be obtained by displacement.
The amount of press-cake per ton of cane is approximately 46 pounds,

half of which is juice containing an average of about 13 per cent, su-

crose. Were this juice thrown away with the press-cake it would entail

a loss of 46 x .50 x .13 = 3 pounds sucrose per ton of cane worked.
Even at a low valuation per pound for sucrose, this loss, amounting

to nearly 30,000 pounds of sugar for an average crop at Magnolia, is a
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very large item. These figures are based on an extraction of 7s p. i

cent, of juice from the cane.

The Kroog presses are provided with a graduated juice-box for

measuring the amount of displaced juice. Practice has demonstrated

that the theoretical amount of water required to displace the juice from

the cakes is not sufficient, consequently a little more is always used.

The quantity for a twenty-four-chamber press is ICO litres, and for a

thirty-chamber press 200 litres of water.

Mr. Heine, of St. Burghard, near Halberstadt, Germany, made a

number of experiments to determine the effect of using too muHi
water. He analyzed the juice at different stages of the displacement

process. The press used was a twenty-four chamber, Ivroog system.
The normal juice from the presses had a coefficient of purity of s .';

The results of these experiments are given in the following table.

Under the column marked u litres" the quantity of displacement water

is indicated :

Litres.
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ciently fine filtering surface of focnlent matters and charcoal has been formed on the

surface of the cloth.

.Juice treated with brown coal, on the other hand, runs quite bright or nearly so

from the first running of the press, decolorizes considerably, and the cakes formed in

the press part easier with their sugar when it is desired to wash them out than cakes

formed of vegetable char.

For your future guidance allow me to suggest what I consider the best mode of

treating juice with brown coal to effect rapid and good nitration and at the same

timo use the minimum amount of brown coal in the operations. I make this sugges-

tion on the supposition you are carrying out your experiments on an estate contain-

ing all the most modern appliances for successfully treating after it has been filtered,

namely, double or triple effects vacuum-pans and centrifugals.

After the juice has been defecated in the usual manner allow it to subside for a

few minutes, then brush off the skimmings into a tank and run the juice into another

(preferably a circular one fitted with revolving stirrers), where the brown coal has to

be added. As soon as the bottoms are reached they also have to be run into the

skimmings tanks The brown coal is now added to the tank containing the juice,

and after being thoroughly mixed it is forced through the filter press, finishing off

with a pressure of about 75 pounds per square inch. In some cases 50 to GO pounds

pressure will be found quite. sufficient, and a speed in the filtration ought to be ob-

tained of 9 gallons per square foot of filtering area per hour, or for a press containing
400 square feet of filtering area 3,600 gallons per hour of filtered liquor. After the

thin juice has been brought to about 20 Baum6 in the triple effect, certain albu-

minous compounds that were soluble in thin juice now 1

precipitate out at the higher

density, and it is necessary to again add some ascertained proportion of brown coal

to the liquor and pass through a press before being taken into the vacuum-pan.
By the action of the brown coal the liquor is considerably decolorized at this point,

and as all gummy matters have been previously taken out of the juice the liquor will

filter through rapidly by simple gravitation from a tank situated 6 to 10 feet above
flu- press. The cakes taken from this press are used over again for the filtration of

the defecated juice. The skimmings and bottoms are mixed either with fresh brown
coal or with that taken from the gravitation-press and filtered in a press by
themselves. By dividing the work in the manner I. have suggested, more work can
be got through in a given time, with better results and using a smaller proportion of
brown coal, than if it had been added to the juice, skimmings, and bottoms together
in the defecating tank.

Tests were made on a laboratory scale with lignite from Avery's Isl-

and. The results were very satisfactory. It is proposed to repent
these experiments on a large scale.

TEST OF THE KLEEMANN PROCESS AT MAGNOLIA.

Early in December, at the request of Mr. D. D. Colcock, of the Sugar
Exchange, New Orleans, the Commissioner of Agriculture directed me
to test this process on a practical working scale.

A sufficient quantity of lignite could not be procured, so, in accord-
ance with the suggestion of Mr. Ernst Schulze, representing the own-
ers of the process, finely ground charcoal was substituted. Experiment

1 This was not the case in the experiment at Magnolia. The sirup remained per-
fectly clear without the slightest trace of precipitate. There was no necessity for a
subsequent settling or filtration of the simp. G. L. S.
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on a small scale showed that a slight modification of the process
be made where charcoal, bituminous coal, or certain other substitute

for lignite are employed.
The clarifiers at Magnolia are of the onMuary form and have ;i ra-

pacity of 533 gallons. 'The filter-presses were manufactured by the

Hallesche Maschinenfabrik, of Halle, Germany. An ordinary piston-

pump was used to force the juice through the presses. The juice was

limed as usual, i. e., to neutrality. In order to determine the amount
of charcoal required, experiments were made with varying quantities.

(1) Ten per cent, of the weight of the sugar in the juice.

(2) Seven and a half per cent.

(3) Five per cent.

Any difficulty in filtration would indicate too little charcoal. As a

result of this experiment it was found that the juice filtered equally

well with 5 per cent, as with 10. Five per cent, is probably as little as

could be successfully employed.
The juice was rapidly heated to the boiling point, after liming, before

the addition of the charcoal. The charcoal having been added the

mixture was boiled and stirred thoroughly for ten or fifteen minutes

and then forced through the presses.

One twenty-one-chainber press filtered 2,670 gallons of juice in three

hours, at the end of which time it was opened and the press-cake re-

moved. The chambers of these presses are not as large as those of the

Kroog presses.

The filtered juice was perfectly clear and bright. It was immedi-

ately converted into sirup in the double effect. This sirup was as

bright as the filtered juice. A portion of the sirup after standing sev-

eral days in a glass vessel did not show the slightest sediment.

Analyses were made of the juice at frequent intervals during the

work. A portion was taken from each sample for the determination of

the albuminoids.

The proportion of albuminoids are expressed, in the table, both as a

percentage of the weight of the juice and in terms of the sucrose.

Ttie first sample of the juice was taken from the first clariticr; and

the first sample of clarified juice from the first portion of the filtei. <1

juice, consequently these samples represent the same juice before and

after clarification. The rest of the samples were taken at intervals

from the presses and from every third clari tier of juice.

The average of these results will represent as nearly as possible ilie

same juice before and after treatment.
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TABLK XI. Showing analyses ofjuices before and oft(r treatment ly Kleeman n process.

A.
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This process yields twice as much press cake as the ordinary.

ADVANTAGES OF THE KLEEMANN PROCESS.

The increased coefficient of purity is not the only advantage of this

process. There is an increase in the yield of sugar due to rapidity <>i

working both juice and sirup. The quantity of sugar lost in tin- sunns
is reduced to a minimum, and the expense for labor is less.

In addition the press-cake is in an excellent mechanical condition fur

use as a fertilizer.

This process certainly merits a more thorough test both by the De-

partment and the planters. Lignite of good quality, I am informed, is

abundant near the sugar area of Louisiana, and can b obtained at a
small cost.

CUBAN SUGAR-HOUSES.

Although the average Cuban sugar-house does no better work than

the average in Louisiana, there are many estates where the results ob-

tained are as good, if not better, than those of this country.
The enormous size and the great strength of the milling machinery

is very noticeable. The carts are backed up to the carriers upon which

the cane is thrown without attempting to place each stalk lengthwise
of the carrier, as is usual in Louisiana. The mills are fed very heavily.

The average percentage of extraction of the juice is low. This is largely
due to the woodiness of the cane. The proportion of marc or fiber is

considerably higher than in Louisiana.

On leaving the mill the juice passes through a calorisator, which util-

izes the waste heat from the double or tripple effect and condenses a

large proportion of the vapors. This is a double economy. It reduees

the quantity of water required for the house and effects A notable s i\

ing in consumption of fuel. Very few Cuban sugar-houses have a suffi-

cient supply of water.

After leaving the calorisator the juice is conducted into double- hot

torn pans of 750 gallons capacity, termed defecators. Here it is limed

and heated to the boiling point, then settled. The clear juice is drawn

off and the scum and settlings are run into "
blow-ups." The contents

of the "
blow-ups," after heating to the boiling point, are filtn --pi-exs. -.1

as at Magnolia. The clear juice, including that coming from the liltu

presses, is immediately concentrated.

Many of the houses still employ high-pressure vacuum-pans. Tin-

best practice for obtaining a maximum yield of first sugar is to make i

medium grain, boiling at as low a temperature as possible and diseh.,

the masse cuite as stiff as the strike-valve of the pan will permit. The

masse cuite is dropped into wagons and left several hours to berome

cold.

Through the courtesy of Mr. E. F. Atkins, of Soledad, 1 am enabled

to present a table showing the work of his Imn^e last season. This house
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employs double-milling. Tl.e treatment of the juice is essentially that

described above. The Soledad estate is the property of Messrs. E. At-

kins & Co, of Boston. It is located on the Caunao River, about 15

miles from Cienfuegos.

Monthly results of work on Soledad estate for year 1886.
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The results of these and other experiments indicate that the r.lael,

Java is the largest sugar producer for this locality.

These experiments are under the charge of the chemist of the house,
Mr. F. A. Terry, of 19 Exchange Place, Boston.

CAROLINA ESTATE.

The work of the Carolina estate, near Cienfuegos, will be of great in

terest to Louisiana planters. Mr. John O'Rourke, the administrator <>[

this estate, has kindly given me a statement of last season's crop. Th i>

is the only house in Cuba employing an eight-roller mill.

THE MILL.

This may be termed a combination mill, consisting of four pair- <>t

rolls of uniform length and diameter, and driven at the same periphery

speed. The rolls are so arranged in a horizontal plane that the cane

passes from one pair to the next without the use of a carrier, a narrow
knife only being employed.

Dimensions.
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Statistics of tie crop of 1886.

Cane ground (2,000 pounds)
'

ton8 -- 33,750.87

Juice extracted percent..

Sugars extracted do....

First sugar
(1 ---- 7 - 4

Molasses sugar
(^

Sugar made pounds.. 7,948,525

Sugar per ton of cane (2,000 pounds) do 212. 74

Unfortunately this house does not employ a chemist, consequently

these figures are of but little value for comparison with those obtained

at Magnolia.
The mangementof the Carolina estate should be congratulated upon

the neatness and the sytematic working of the sugar-house.

CENTRAL SAN LINO.

Keports of a successful burner for bagasse led me to visit this estate.

The American planters are probably aware that the handling of the

bagasse is a large item in the expenses of a Cuban estate. The bagasse

is carted to the yard and spread out to dry. After drying it is carted

back to the sugar-house and is deposited in front of the boilers. It re

quires a large force of firemen to handle this material.

At San Lino the green bagasse is handled in a different manner from

the above, and is burned directly after leaving the mills. This method

of burning bagasse is known as the u Social."

This invention consists in a plan for burning green bagasse or any
other damp combustible. The combustion of the bagasse itself dries

the fresh bagasse, which is fed to the fires from the end opposite to the

grate bars. A very simple device is employed to carry the fuel to the

fires. It requires ten minutes to transport the bagasse the length of

boilers, in which time the flames passing over it evaporate a large pro-

portion of the moisture.

The apparatus for charging the furnaces is driven by an independent

engine and is perfectly automatic in its operations. This apparatus
has reduced the number of laborers employed by about 150 men. In

addition, the house is enabled to work in all kinds of weather now that

it is not dependent upon the sun to dry its fuel. This process is espe-

cially applicable to large houses rolling thirty to forty or more tons of

cane per hour.

Through courtesy of the owners, Messrs. Montalvo, and M. Boulan-

ger, chemist of this house, I have obtained the following statistics,

showing average of several seasons' work of this house.
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Statistics of crop* at A'u/ Lino.
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and accomplishes a large proportion of the condensation. This is a

very considerable economy. In the final concentration in the strike-pan

exhaust steam at about five pounds pressure is employed.
I believe that the work at Magnolia could be done with a very largely

reduced quantity of coal, and possibly with bagasse and a very little

wood only, if these improvements were adopted. This would not in-

clude the bone-black department.



THE ANALYSIS OF SUGAR-CANE AND BEKT-JUrKS- WITH \

TABLE FOR THE CALCULATION OF ANALYSED

C. A. CRAMPTON.

In the routine work of cane- and beet-sugar houses the greater part
consists in the analysis of large numbers of samples of juice. A met hod
of manipulation for these analyses is therefore desirable, which will

unite a reasonable degree of accuracy with considerable speed. The
method and routine of analysis given below has been pursued by myself
and others for several years in the work of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture in its experiments on sorghum and sugar-cane, and
found very expedient in the brief a sugar season," when the saving of

time is so important an object.

For very accurate work, of course it is necessary to weigh out the

sample ofjuice taken for analysis, but for all ordinary purposes the sam-

ple may be measured by volume, increasing greatly thereby the rapidity
of the operation. By taking the specific gravity with accurate spindles,

having their graduations well spaced, and correcting the volume taken,
a very close approximation to the actual weight is obtained ; this oof

rection may be applied in two ways :

(1) By dividing the normal weight for the polariscope. <>r a multiple
of it, by the specific gravity of the juice, to find the numberof cubic cen t i

meters of the liquid exactly corresponding to this weight, and then meas-

uring out this quantity from a burette into a lOOcc. ilask, adding sub

acetate of lead solution, making up the volume to lOOcc., filtering and

polarizing. The reading of the polariscope gives directly the percentage
of sugar in the juice, only multiplied by the number of times the normal

weight was taken.

(2) By measuring out a certain volume of the juice, adding lead solu-

tion, making up to another definite volume, polari/ing and applying the

correction for specific gravity to the reading obtained.

I prefer the latter method as more expeditious and convenient, lor in

the other the specific gravity must be determined and the calcul;r

made before the sample for polarization can !>< taken: while in the see

oud method the specific gravity may be taken at any lime tluongli tbe

day, and the calculation of the results postponed indefinitely.
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The custom among sugar chemists in the beet houses iii France and

Germany is to measure lOOcc. of juice in a flask graduated to 100 and

llOce., add lUcc. of a dilute solution of subacetate of lead, filter, and po-

larize; the increase in volume being corrected either by reading in a

liUOmm. tube or by addiugone tenth to the reading. I have found it more

advantageous, however, to take 50cc. of the juice, add lead, and make

the volume up to lOOcc. This gives a much more satisfactory liquid for

polarization, especially with impure juices, and the filtration is greatly

facilitated. The only object attained by using lOOcc. is the increase of

the reading and consequent lessening of errors of observation. This is

of but little importance, however, as 50cc. is three times the normal

quantity for most instruments. Even this objection may be done away

with by using a double length (400mm.) tube, providing the instrument

used will admit of the long tube, and this is entirely practicable so far

as the lucidity of the solution is concerned
;

for I have never failed to

get clear, bright solutions by proceeding inlthe manner I have indicated,

except iii cases where juices had been allowed to stand and mucous fer-

mentation had set in.

The detailed procedure is as follows :

Fifty cubic centimeters of the juice is measured out by means of an

accurately calibrated pipette and run into a lOOcc. flask; to it is added

from 1 to 4cc. of a strong solution of sub acetate of lead,
1 the whole made

up to the mark with water, filtered, and polarized.

The same solution is then used for the determination of the reducing

sugars by Fehling's solution, the excess of lead being precipitated by

sulphate of soda. As the reduction of copper sub-oxide by sugars has

been shown to be affected by the amount of dilution in which the action

takes place, it is desirable to have as nearly as possible a constant

amount of dilution, and the most favorable dilution is such that from

10 to 20cc. of the solution will be required to reduce the copper from lOcc.

of Fehling's solution; so, for juice presumed to contain from 1 to 2 per

cent, of reducing sugars, 50cc. of the solution, which has been polarized,

made up to lOOcc. will furnish the proper dilution
;
for those containing

from 2 to 3 per cent., 50 to lOOcc., and so on. In the case of juices con-

taining less than 1 per cent, of reducing sugars the excess of lead may
be removed by adding the sodic sulphate

2 before the lead precipitate is

filtered off, when the same solution can be used for polarization and for

the reduciug-sugar determination. The copper solution used is Violette's

modification, and the operation is performed in large test-tubes from 9

to 10 inches long and of about 1 to l-inch caliber, and the end reac-

tion is obtained with ferrocyauide of potash and acetic acid, the small

1

Prepared by rubbing up iu a mortar 1 kilo of acetate of lead and | kilo of litharge

aud boiling with | litre of water.
2 YOT very exact work it is better to take a separate sample ofthe juice for the cop-

per test and dispense with the lead altogether if the purity of the juice admits, for

the presence of lead produces an error, aud even when precipitated by sulphate of

soda there is said to be an error from the slight solubility of the sulphate of lead.
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portion of clear liquid required being filtered out by means of Wiley's
tubes, already described. 1 These tubes are simply glass tubes about 9
to 10 inches long and J-inch caliber. At one extremity a slight riin

is made by turning back the edge while hot, and over this is stretched
and tied a piece of fine linen cloth. To use the tube it is inserted into

a beaker of water containing in suspension a quantity of very finely

ground asbestos
; by suction at the other end of the tube the linen cap

is covered with a film of asbestos and it is then immediately inserted

into the test-tube containing the hot precipitated Fehling solution; suc-

tion is again made on the tube and the portion of clear liquid obtained

is run into a porcelain dish containing the test solution by simply in-

verting the tube. These tubes may be cleaned and used over and over

again by washing off the asbestos film, dissolving out any sub-oxide of

copper which may remain in the cloth by soaking in nitric acid and

rinsing in water until they no longer taste acid. One covering of linen

suffices for many tests, and when worn out it is easily replaced.

Working in this way a large number of samples can be analyzed in a

day, twenty-five to thirty being generally a fair day's work for opera-
tors on the stations of the Department of Agriculture, both sucrose and

glucose being determined, and also the total solids (from the specific

gravity), and this number is much exceeded in case of stress of work

by allowing the polarizations to stand until night, using all the daylight
for glucose determinations. By having a boy measure out the samples
and prepare them for analysis the amount of work done can be nearly
doubled.

It remains to calculate the results obtained, and to facilitate this cal-

culation I have compiled the following table. In it will be found the

specific gravity and degree Brix,
2 and opposite to them factors for the

calculation of sucrose and glucose in juices of the corresponding spe-

cific gravity, according to the method of procedure given above. Two
factors for sucrose are given, one for instruments using as a normal

quantity 26.048 grams, such as Soleil-Scheibler, and one for those using

16.3 grams, such as the Laurent. These factors are the quotients from

division of the normal quantity by 50 x sp. gr. To use them it is nec-

essary simply to multiply by the reading of the polariscope, the result

giving directly the per cent, of sucrose in the juice. The glucose factor

is simply the reciprocal of the specific gravity multiplied by ten. To

use it, it is divided by the number of cubic centimeters of the normal

solution (50 to lOOcc.) required to precipitate lOcc. of Fehling's solution,

which, gives the result directly in per cent, If the solution has been

diluted twice (50 to 200cc.), divide the factor by half the number of

cubic centimeters required; if one and one-half times (50 to 150cc.), by
one and one half times the number of cubic centimeters required.

1 Bull, de TAssoc. des Chim. de Sucre, et de Dist, Apr., 1884.

3 Taken from the tables of Mategczek, Scheibler, and Stammer, as given by Dr.

Tucker in his " Manual of Sugar Analysis."

19623 No. 15 3
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Table for the calculation of sugar juices.
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Table for the calculation of sugar juices Continued.
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